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ABSTRACT
The paper introduces a discrete-event simulation-based decision supporting system aiming at
automatically mirroring the current state of a large-scale material handling system of a production system
in a digital model and supporting the analysis of diverse control settings and rules. The discrete-event
digital model is built in an automated way and all the data necessary for the model are taken from a
manufacturing execution system (MES) and additionally directly from programmable logic controllers
(PLC). Main focus is given to present the results of the PLC program code processing method (code
mapping) generating a structured dataset, as well as the model-reconstruction method for the simulation
software. The easy-of-use support tool is intended to be used both in planning and operation phases of an
automotive manufacturing company, thus the capabilities of model reconstruction and simulation are
tested on real-world data.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Simulation-based Support of Production Systems

Simulation technologies are often used in supporting production control decisions and this is also
particular for large-scale manufacturing systems. Several different applications of discrete-event
simulation (DES) models in the control of manufacturing systems were presented in the two well-known
text books Banks (1998) and Law and Kelton (2000). The simulation models used for supporting or
evaluating production control decisions, generally, represent the flow of materials to and from processing
machines and also the operations of machines themselves (Rabelo et al. 2003).
Simulation models may capture the relevant aspects of a production system which cannot be
represented in a deterministic optimization model. The most important topics in this respect are the
uncertain availability of resources, uncertain processing times, quality of the raw material, unpredictable
human behavior and insertion of conditional operations into technological routings (e.g. rework).
Moreover, in case of a simulation model is used for supporting short-term or real-time decisions, it is
particularly important to have quick response time. For instance, regarding production control, the closer
we are to the short-term plans the more detailed simulation model is needed to accurately support factory
control and planning decisions (Scherer 1998). However, detailed models will have lengthy, unacceptable
response times. Consequently, special modeling logics are required to resolve this contradiction.
A further issue related to the usage of the simulation in real-time control decision-making is the
ability to map the exact state of the physical system into the digital world. This means that before each
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simulation run, the simulation model has to be parameterized at runtime in a way to represent the state of
the manufacturing system under analysis (i.e., the products under process on each machine tool, the state
of each machine tool, the buffers queued with the products waiting for the process, batch sizes, allocated
operators to machine tools and their calendar settings, etc.)
Summing up the related issues of closely connecting simulation with the physical world in large-scale
manufacturing systems, it can be stated that the three key issues of simulation are as follows
1. Data acquisition and validation for simulation input,
2. Quick response time of simulation runs and analysis,
3. The ability of creating the snapshot of the physical system status in the simulation model by
instantaneous feedback (Monostori at al. 2007).
1.2

Automated Simulation Model Building

Discrete event simulation is one of the most widely spread techniques to evaluate various aspects of a
manufacturing or logistics system (O’Rielly and Lilegdon 1999). However, the design phase of a
simulation project needs great resource expenditures. On the other hand, simulation is applied to longterm planning, design and analysis of manufacturing systems. These models are termed “throw away” or
“stand-alone” models because they are seldom used after the initial plans or designs have been finalized.
As stated by Ryan and Heavey (2006) the most commonly used rule of a simulation project is the so
called “40-20-40 rule”. The rule states that time spent developing a simulation project can be divided as
follows: 40% to requirements and data gathering, 20% to model translation and 40% to experimentation.
Time-consuming requirements gathering phase contains input data collection and preparation.
Significant planning time reduction can be achieved by automating data gathering and preparation.
Several approaches have been used for automating simulation model buildup by automatic input data
gathering and processing. As opposed to the “traditional” use of simulation, Son and Wysk (2001)
proposed that once the system design has been finalized, the simulation that was used for evaluation could
be used as the basis for system control. In their concept simulation is created by using neutral system
components, i.e., they made efforts to build simulation models for shop floor control system, generated
automatically. Park et al. (2010) suggest a naming rule in programmable logic controllers (PLC) program
codes to automatically identify objects and control logic in code giving a basic data set to build simulation
model. This approach needs a renaming process on PLC codes if naming rule suggested is not applied.
Bagchi et al. (2008) describe a discrete event simulator developed for daily prediction of WIP position in
an operational wafer fabrication factory to support tactical decision-making. Model parameters are
automatically updated using statistical analysis performed on historical event logs generated by the
factory, while “snapshot” of current status of production is generated by using the manufacturing
execution system (i.e., aggregated info of PLC).
The most widely spread applications of using PLC codes for generating simulation models aims of
verifying PLC codes themselves. Han et al. (2010) propose a prototyping to improve limitations of
existing control logic verification methods and ladder programming. The technique proposed by them
supports functionality verification of PLC code on low control level. Contrarily, PLC code process
method proposed by the authors is for evaluating the effects of changing PLC codes on the overall
system.
Several previous studies aimed at reducing the time needed by the development phase of a simulation
project of a manufacturing system highlights the importance of this topic. Wya et al. (2011) proposed a
generic simulation modeling framework to reduce the simulation model building time. The proposed
framework composed several software that contained information of layout and control logic of the
modeled objects. According to this approach layout and control logic of the manufacturing system must
be designed by the appropriate software.
Data needed to build simulation model of a manufacturing system are available in production
database or can be gathered. Nowadays majority of the enterprises are installing automated manufacturing
system consisting of PLCs. Subsequently, the topology and the control logic of the manufacturing system
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needed for a simulation model are inherently kept in these PLCs. Consequently, building of simulation
models can be supported by data and control logic extracted from PLC codes.
The paper introduces an ongoing research of PLC program code and historical data processing
method that generates a structured dataset that can be used by manufacturing simulation software to
automatically create and parameterize a model.
2
2.1

NOVEL SOLUTION FOR SIMULATION-BASED SUPPORT OF PRODUCTION
SYSTEMS
Self-Building Simulation

The main goal of development is the enhancement of the simulation-based analysis and control system by
eliminating the manual data collection through automatic interfaces, creating a more realistic model of a
real production system. Furthermore, the self-building production simulation should provide both,
prospective (e.g. locate anticipated disturbances, identify trends of designated performance measures),
and retrospective (e.g. gathering statistics on resources) simulation functionalities. Self-building
simulation means that the simulation model is built up by means of the combination of the MES data as
well as the knowledge extracted from the MES data (e.g. resource and execution model). In addition to
the automatic model building feature, main requirement of the solution is to minimize the response time
of the experiments and to enable the quasi “real-time” applicability of the simulation.
Regarding the main operation modes of the simulator in the proposed architecture (Figure 1) are as
follows:
 Off-line validation, sensitivity analysis of the system. Evaluation of the robustness of system
against uncertainties (e.g., different control settings, thresholds and system load levels).
Consequently, this scenario analysis can point out the resources or settings which can endanger
the normal operation conditions.
 On-line, anticipatory recognition of deviations from the planned operation conditions by running
the simulation parallel to the plant activities; and by using a look ahead function, support of
situation recognition (proactive operation mode, Figure 1).
 On-line analysis of the possible actions and minimization of the losses after a disturbance already
occurred (reactive operation mode, Figure 1), e.g., what-if scenario analysis.

Figure 1: Plant-level active disturbance handling realized by using reactive/proactive operation modes for
simulation (Monostori et al. 2007).
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The model
m
structu
ure in the siimulator is the
t same forr the three ooperation modes; however, the
granulatio
on (level of modeling details), time horizon,
h
appllied failure m
models and cconsidered ouutputs
depend on
n the purpose of the experiiments.
In thee on-line mod
des the simulaation models represent
r
variious virtual m
mirrors of the plants (or loggistics
systems) and run paralllel to the reaal manufacturring (or logisttics) environm
ment, simulatting also the ffuture
processes for a predefined short perriod. The perfformances of the predictedd and the so fa
far executed syystem
are compaared (highligh
hted as “Perfo
ormance meassure of intere st” in Figure 1).
The off-line
o
operaation mode refers to eitheer the factoryy or individuual plants, whhile in the on-line
modes thee work of a plant-level
p
deecision makerr is supportedd (Figure 1). The main gooal of the deccision
maker is to keep norm
mal operationaal conditions as far as posssible (e.g., ddaily schedulee, or buffer leevels)
and if it is not possib
ble to minim
mize the deviaances. In casse of occurreed or predictted disturbancces, a
decision has
h to be mad
de, whether to
t intervene, or
o not. In thee former casee an action haas to be perfoormed
with a lim
mited scope (in
( space and
d time) in co
orrespondencee to the spheere of authoriity of the deccision
maker (e.g
g., rescheduliing or realloccate material flow
f
to differrent buffers). The control aaction made iin this
point inco
orporates the selection of the
t appropriaate control poolicy and metthod, which m
might be suppported
by the sim
mulation-based analysis.
2.2

Prroposed System Structure

In order to
t be able to realize the seelf-building concept
c
regarrding the simuulation of a pproduction syystem,
relevant in
nput data and
d model elemeents have to be
b formalized and presenteed, e.g., in a reelational dataabase.
Figure 2 represen
nts the datafllow of the (self-building)
(
) simulation architecture.. The core oof the
architectu
ure is the main
n simulation relevant dataabase, in whicch relevant daata are gatherred and mainttained
(“Simulattion DB” in Figure 2).

Figure 2: Simplified sttructure of thee proposed syystem
p
struccture of the system,
s
basiccally the layoout, identifiess their dimennsions and innternal
The physical
distances,, as well as th
he relations off these elemeents can be exxtracted from
m PLC codes. Even it is not easy
to reversee engineer theem the topolo
ogy of controlled system i s incorporateed in the PLC
C code (highliighted
as “Structture Explorattion” in Figu
ure 2). Second
d essential innformation off manufacturring systems is the
control lo
ogic of their elements. Control
C
logic describes thhe response to be given on PLC’s ooutput
depending
g on the inp
put. The conttrol logic co
onsists of struuctured methhods so variaables and obbject’s
relationsh
hip can be tran
nsformed to th
he language of
o the simulattion software..
It is also
a
necessarry to parametterize elemen
nts of the sim
mulation moddel. Most of P
PLC codes ddo not
operate with
w
these kinds of param
meters of controlled elem
ments howevver, (automateed) manufactturing
systems usually
u
apply MES and/or SCADA systtem that storees status channges of controolled elementts and
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timestamp of state change events (“Production system DB” in Figure 2). Possible states and parameters of
elements, as well as global settings can be retrieved by statistical evaluation accomplished on these data
as highlighted by “parameters, system status” in Figure 2.
Data preparation is carried out before the overall simulation. MES production system data is refreshed
on a real-time, formalizing the factory snap-shot, while PLC program codes are refreshed only if changes
are made on the real physical system. The redundant data (applying “Simulation DB”, Figure 2) storage in
the simulation model is compensated by the advantage of the shorter response time. Modeling real
production systems frequently brings up the problem of handling hundreds of resources in a simulation
model. Having the modeling objects in hand, which were created on the base of the conceptual model, in
our architecture the simulation model is created automatically based on the pre-processed data
(highlighted as “DES” in Figure 2).
The automatic generation of the model is followed by initialization. There, besides classical
parameter settings, the procedure involves the generation of input parameter specific model components
(entities such as products, tools, machines and the snapshot of the system to be modeled, more detailed
description can be found in (Pfeiffer et al. 2009)). Contrary to the previous phase, this one is carried out
for each replication. The simulation model incorporates a number of control settings (e.g., thresholds
values for buffer elements or dispatching rules for alternative machines) with which the simulation runs
can be manually initialized by simulation experts (“Dashboard” and “Results&settings” in Figure 2). The
simulation is started on the base of these statistics by generating random production orders which cover
the product type distribution calculated from the MES database. Naturally, instead of randomly generated
orders, the users of the simulation can also provide the input for the simulation model on the base of e.g.,
real customer order data. The simulation runs are repeated until the required number of replications is
obtained. Each replication is a terminating, non-transient simulation run.
In the last phase, the results are evaluated (critical values for defined KPI-s) and the results of the
evaluation process are interpreted by the decision-maker (e.g. in form of reports, highlighted as
“Dashboard” in Figure 2) who is responsible for taking the necessary actions. Several simulation results
and statistics are calculated inside the simulation model and a graphical user interface (GUI) is provided
for the visualization via a web browser of both, input settings, and statistical results (“Reports” in Figure 2).
2.3

Model-Reconstruction Method using Program Code Exploration

As mentioned above, several types of data are needed to build up a simulation model. In this section the
PLC program code mapping procedure is explained more in the details, as the most important part of the
automated input data preparation method, described previously in section 2.2.
2.3.1 Variable and Value Identification of the PLC Code
The PLC based data acquisition was carried out after a detailed inspection of the PLC program code, in
order to determine the blocks of the code, which are essential for the model building. During the
exportation of these blocks a suitable data format has to be chosen, which offers high level of data
consistency and simple accessibility to the data stored. Considering these requirements Instruction List (or
AWL) programming language was chosen as a textual export format. Since it is a low level programming
language, it has a strict syntax which allows less difference in the code, which is desirable for further
processing of the code.
However, the file format of the exported data is plain text, which contains no markup information
about the structure of the code and therefore it has to be included. This was accomplished by applying
grammar analysis. The grammar analysis is based on a grammar which comprises the rules and class
definitions concerning with the PLC code. An appropriate grammar is closely related to the IEC 61131-3
standard (IEC) and the analyzed PLC code therefore, it can be used to parse the PLC code and to create a
structured set of data, which highlights the desired information for model building. Grammar analysis can
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be applied
d on different PLC codes and to be ex
xtended dynam
mically, whicch makes it aable to be a ppart of
automated
d model generation. A softtware called ProGrammar
P
was used to develop the ggrammar.
The teest PLC codee as all the PL
LC codes con
nsists of blockks. One blockk describes thhe behavior oof one
actuator (e.g.
(
electric engine actu
uating the co
onveyor). Eaach block coonsists of tw
wo main parrts, as
highlighteed in Figure 3:
3
 In
n the first partt the logical conditions
c
and
d the correspoonding data ooperations aree stored.
 The
T second paart of the blocck is for funcction block caall. The arguuments belongging to the caall are
th
he input param
meters which are needed to
o instantiate a block.
The grammar
g
analy
ysis results a structure callled parse tree , which is a ggraph object thhat is compossed of
the elements defined in
n the grammaar. According
g to the scope of the analyssis these elem
ments can refeerence
various ty
ype of inform
mation: from the logical rules
r
of operration to the logical or phhysical conneection
between the
t elements.
In ord
der to extract the required information from the parsse tree its furrther processiing is neededd. This
can be acchieved by a program, which
w
is able to handle thhe parse treee and supporrts transferrinng the
processed
d results to a simulation
s
env
vironment. A technical com
mputing softw
ware (Wolfram Mathematiica) is
applied to
o process the parse tree, which
w
is able to parse the input text byy using a parrsing engine oof the
ProGrammar by an AP
PI.
In thee paper a meethod is intro
oduced which
h is purposedd to reconstruuct the physical topologyy of a
conveyor system. Theerefore, the processing
p
of the parse ttree was exeecuted in ordder to acquirre the
informatio
on which is essential to reconstruct the
t connectioons between the elements of the connveyor
system,
Since the connections of the co
onveyor system
m can be reprresented by a directed graaph, the data w
which
describe the
t connectio
ons can be sto
ored in a mattrix. Identifyiing all the ellements of the system andd their
connections makes it possible
p
to crreate the con
nnection referrence matrix. However, thhis can be diffficult
and requirres general pu
urpose metho
ods, which aree able to handdle the code-sspecific differences of the input
data and that
t is the poin
nt where the flexibility
f
of the created grrammar is funndamental.

Figure 3: PL
LC program code
c
part in innstruction listt format
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2.3.2 Program Code Mapping
Automatic model reconstruction, in this context, can be considered as a mapping, which assigns the
corresponding information – extracted from the PLC program – to properties of the simulation object
instances. Properties such as identifier, type, physical and logical connections and other additional
parameters of the instances are extracted from the PLC program during the parsing process (Figure 4).
However, not all of the required information is accessible for the parser. This is mainly because of the
large number of device level connections, which are therefore not represented explicitly in the relatively
higher level PLC program. Including this missing information into the simulation model requests the
application of alternative methods.

Figure 4: Basic concept of PLC program code mapping
The most important property of a model element instance is its type, because it essentially determines
the behavior of the object. In the PLC program each element is referenced by a unique identifier number.
In the declaration part of the program, the identifiers and the element types are matched. Based on this
assignment a map structure can be created, where the type of each element can be looked up. However,
there are certain references in the PLC program, where the elements cannot be identified unequivocally.
The lack of the identifier refuses using the map structure to obtain the type of the element and causes the
appearance of disconnected sequences of elements in the model.
Analyzing the system in consideration in details shows that the occurrence of these “unidentified
elements” are closely related to their neighbor elements, which together form a straight sequence of
elements, a so called pattern. These patterns also contain the previously unidentified elements hence, they
can provide the missing links between separated sequences of the model. Since the recognition of these
patterns is based on a priori knowledge about the system, defining them is an input parameter of the
reconstruction.
Extending the model with the data gained from patterns has disadvantages as a pattern contains no
information regarding the direction of the connections between the elements comprised. To avoid
collision with already reconstructed sequences, each pattern is assumed as bidirectional. Hence, except
the case when a pattern is in fact bidirectional, it is leading to including non-existing connections, which
can be confusing. Therefore, removing these unused connections is desirable.
Analyzing the graph of connections it turned out that in most cases one end of the pattern is
connected to a “regular” sequence of elements, which contains proper directional data. Therefore, it is
possible to determine the valid direction inside a pattern of elements by using the available directional
data of the surrounding elements. Figure 5 shows the basic idea of removing unnecessary connections.
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Figure 5: Considering the
t directionaal data betweeen E2 and E1 (or E4 and E
E5) it can be ppointed out thhat the
direction inside
i
the patttern has to match
m
the direcction of the ellements outside the patternn.
Creatiing an algorithm, which is able to cleaan the graph from the nonn-existing connnections, reqquires
proper ideentification of
o elements on
n the border of each patteern. These el ements can bbe characterizzed as
follows: an
a element, which
w
has only
y two neighbo
or elements, bbut has two innputs and onee output or haas two
outputs an
nd one input. As it is show
wn in Figure 5 E2 and E4 fu
fulfill these crriterions, respectively. Thee basic
idea is thaat these elem
ments have thrree connection
ns, but one ccan be thrownn away. Appllying the folloowing
steps the connections to
t be eliminatted can be defined .
1. Search for an element
e
with 2 neighbors and
a 3 connecttions (2 in + 1 out or 1 in + 2 out)
2. Create
C
two sets of connectio
ons through the
t element: oone that pointts from one nneighbor elem
ment to
th
he other and one
o that points backwards.
3. Evaluate
E
the in
ntersection off each set and the set of ori ginal connecttions.
4. The
T intersectio
on with less member
m
equals the connecttion to be rem
moved.
Iteratiively applyin
ng the abov
ve described algorithm eeffects that each unnecessary conneection
(according
g to the prev
viously descrribed criterio
ons) could bee removed, thhus enablingg the proper graph
representiing the netwo
ork of the conn
nected objectts.
2.3.3 Top
pology Graph
h Generation
n
The resultted matrix off the above in
ntroduced metthod is visuaalized by usinng the graph pplotting featuures of
the Mathematica softw
ware. The no
odes of the directed grapph represent the elementss of the connveyor
system, while
w
the directed edges reepresent the connections
c
bbetween them
m (Figure 6). Since the gatthered
data does not contain information
i
about
a
the layo
out of the sysstem, the arraangement of tthe graph wass used
instead. Nevertheless,
N
by setting thee parameters of the elemennts properly tthe real operaation of the syystem
can be mo
odeled.
Thereefore, by gath
hering the relaative coordinaate data of eacch element, thhe graph can be used to prrovide
element arrangement
a
data
d
to the sim
mulation mod
del. Processinng the parse tree results tthree differennt data
structure, which are thee following.

Figure 6: Part
P of the reco
onstructed top
pology graphh of a productiion logistics ssystem.
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A list which co
ontains all the existing eleements of the conveyor sy stem. These aare the elemeents to
bee created in th
he simulation
n model.
 A connection reference
r
mattrix, which deescribe the connnection betw
ween the elem
ments.
 An
A element arrrangement tab
ble, which contains the rellative coordinnates of the elements.
Thesee data have to
o be transferreed to the simu
ulation softwaare, where thhe simulation model can bee built
up. The data transfer was
w carried ou
ut by using an
n SQL-server,, which can bbe accessed byy the built-in SQLclient of the
t software applied. Afteer a conversio
on of data, thhe topology oof the examinned system ccan be
generated
d by a graph creating com
mmand. The data receiveed from parsser can also be convertedd to a
connection table form. The simulatiion software (Tecnomatix
(
P
Plant Simulattion) and its iinternal conneection
tables and
d methods aree applied to geenerate the sim
mulation objeect instances aand run the siimulation.
2.3.4 Parrameterizatio
on of the Sim
mulation Elem
ments Generaated
The “Prod
duction system
m database” is
i used by pro
oviding param
meters of the elements andd input data ffor the
simulation
n model (Fig
gure 2). Direcctly and indirrectly usable data are gathhered from M
MES databasee, and
transform
med as well as processed to the format th
hat simulationn software is aable to apply (Kádár et al. 2010,
Pfeiffer et al. 2009.). The
T supposed
d simulation element paraameterization method is ddemonstrated by an
example.
As test model elem
ments were generated
g
and
d connected bbased on thee informationn stored in thhe low
level conttrol devices of
o a conveyorr system it is obvious to ccalculate the transportationn time as thee most
relevant information
i
of
o a conveyorr element. Prroduction dattabase of thee test system stores data oof the
number of pallets locatted on each co
onveyor sectiions as the funnction of timee (Figure 7).

Figu
ure 7: Number of pallets lo
ocated on a seection of the cconveyor systtem as the funnction of timee
g edge repressents the eveent when a paallet enters thhe observed ssection and ffalling
In Figure 7 each rising
edge is deedicated to th
he exiting eveent of a pallet. As the sequuence of the ppallets does nnot change bettween
two juncttions on the conveyor sy
ystem the en
ntering and eexiting time stamp of evvery pallet caan be
calculated
d by a built in method of
o the simulaation softwaree. It also callculates the ddistribution oof the
transportaation time of every
e
section of the test arrea and sets itt as a parametter of the apprropriate simuulation
element.
3

ELIMINARY
Y SIMULAT
TION RESUL
LTS – CASE
E-STUDY
PRE

The proposed solution
n introduced in the previo
ous section iis tested on rreal data of ccomplex connveyor
y using a part of the real PLC code of thhe running syystem.
system in a large-scalee manufacturing factory by
The systeems contains approx. 1500
0 elements an
nd more than 20 PLCs forrmalizing a hhierarchical coontrol
structure. Main drawbaacks of curren
ntly applied siimulation meethods enlistedd by decisionn makers for teesting
changes of
o either physiical system orr control systeem are as folllows:
 sp
pecific buildin
ng blocks, models of proccesses are reddundantly impplemented in separated sysstems,
which
w
results in
i more devellopment time and costs;
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th
here is no inttegrated desig
gn and analyssis environmeent or system
m where the ooverall system
m and
prrocesses can be
b analyzed;
 th
here is no facttory-standard, uniform useer interface;
 reesults of curreent simulation
ns cannot be automatically
a
y adapted in reeal system;
 reeal-time daily
y use is not po
ossible (manu
ual changes reequired).
On th
he base of the above assum
mptions, the tarrget of the ressearch is to build a new sim
mulation systtem in
which thee simulation model
m
is an inherent
i
part of the controol system hennce, input coomes automattically
from real execution sysstem and supp
port is provid
ded to evaluattion of simulaation results.
This means
m
the co
ollection of data
d
from PLC level, enabbling reliablee, automaticallly generatedd DES
models, furthermore,, manual intervention
i
regarding simulation (data colleection, moddeling,
parameterrizing) can be
b reduced to a definitelly low level.. Two main operation m
modes (detailled in
section 2.1) has been id
dentified by the users of th
he proposed syystem:
 offf-line, i.e., planning
p
levell: Simulation
n is used for aanalyzing efffects of changges in system
m, and
feed with historrical input datta and relevan
nt production data for param
ameterization.
 on
n-line, i.e., ex
xecution leveel: Simulation
n is applied ffor short-term
m “what-if” aanalysis. In caase of
ceertain deviatiion or disturb
bance has occcurred decisiion maker is able to test several predeefined
methods,
m
scenaarios for resollving problem
m.
Prelim
minary test ru
uns were taken
n on a simulaation model thhat was built automaticallyy based on thee data
on the PL
LC codes of a test area of
o the above mentioned cconveyor sysstem. The gennerated simuulation
elements were parametterized based
d on the historrical data of tthis section bby the suggested parameterizing
method. Input data wass also generatted based on historical datta and time deependent capaacity limitatioons of
the outputt of the system
m were impleemented in thee simulation m
model as welll.
The aim
a
of the teest run was to validate the
t simulationn model by comparing hhistorical data and
simulated
d data. The compared valuee was the num
mber of palletts located in test area. Thiss value is plottted in
the gear of
o time (Figurre 8). Ramp-u
up phase of the
t simulationn run can be recognized att the start phaase of
observed time interval. In this phase there is sign
nificant diffeerence betweeen the real and simulated vvalues
because at
a the initial moment
m
of thee simulation run
r the modell does not conntain any palllet. After the ramp
up phase the trend of the curves arre similar thaat shows the simulated syystem behavioor is similar tto the
behavior of the real system.
s
As uncertainty
u
raaises as the oobserved tim
me interval off the forecastt, this
phenomen
non can be observed
o
on this
t
graph ass well. On thhe right side of the diagrram the curvees are
deviating,, because the uncertainty riises as the fun
nction of timee.
As th
he test run reevealed it is possible to represent
r
the behavior off a manufactuuring system
m by a
simulation
n model geneerated and parrameterized automatically
a
based on the information stored in low
w level
control deevices of the system.
s
can be easilyy adapted in real factory, thus
Conseequently, these results off simulation experiments
e
enabling fast,
f
flexible and smooth changes
c
in facctory, e.g., annalyzing posssible effects oof changes in some
part of thee PLC program code of thee control systeem.

Figure 8: Number
N
palletss located in thhe observed teest area
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CONCLUSIONS

The paper revealed a discrete-event simulation approach applied for decision support of control related
production applications. Design phase is a significant part of a simulation activity; hence reducing time of
it significantly affects the effectiveness of the whole simulation. Automated data gathering supporting the
buildup of simulation models is a possible solution to achieve this goal and is also a solution to create
reusable models. Thus, self-building simulation has been introduced with three main operation modes to
be applied for decision support. Moreover, several approaches were studied in the topic and revealed that
PLC codes store information needed to build up a simulation model. A new procedure for extracting
topology and control logic data of system from PLC codes has been introduced. Data stored in production
database were used to parameterize objects of the model and generating input for simulation experiments.
The results introduced in the paper is intended to be applied on a real-world, automated intra-plant
logistics system of a manufacturing company in the near future. Two levels of application are considered,
planning and execution level.
At the planning level the proposed simulation-based system supports the decisions related to a
planning activities, by analyzing possible effects of changes in some part of PLC code of the control
system, by critical situation analysis of the overall material handling system, as well as by the evaluation
of throughput, bottlenecks, waiting times, number of pallets needed. Contrary, at the execution level the
main goal is to support decisions related to the anticipatory recognition of disturbances and to estimate
their influences (runtime simulation, monitoring KPI-s). This means testing predefined methods or
scenarios for resolving problems and deviations (e.g., buffer settings, routing of pallets).
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